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[57] ABSTRACT 

A record carrier includes at least one track having at least 
one block. The block includes a plurality of interleaved 
compressed audio programs, and is grouped into a number 
of consecutive sub-blocks. Each of the compressed audio 
programs is segmented to form a number of consecutive 
audio sectors that is equal in number to the sub-blocks. The 
audio sectors of the compressed audio programs are 
arranged among the sub-blocks such that a jth one of the 
audio sectors of each of the compressed audio programs is 
disposed in a jth one of the sub-blocks. Moreover, in a 
recording method and apparatus for recording a plurality of 
input audio programs on a track of a record carrier, the input 
audio programs are ?rst compressed to obtain a plurality of 
compressed audio programs. The compressed audio pro 
grams are then segmented into equal numbers of consecutive 
compressed audio program segments, and the compressed 
audio programs segments of the compressed audio programs 
are subsequently interleaved by grouping together jth ones 
of the compressed audio program segments of the com 
pressed audio programs in a jth one of an ascending order of 
consecutive groups to form a block. 

42 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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RECORD CARRIER, AND RECORDING 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 

RECORDING AUDIO PROGRAMS ON A 
TRACK OF A RECORD CARRIER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to a record carrier having com 

pressed audio programs recorded on a track thereof, and to 
a recording method and apparatus for recording audio pro 
grams on a track of a record carrier. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The compact disc (CD) digital audio that Was invented in 

the 1980s is a good media for digitally recording stereo 
audio information With high ?delity. The advantages of 
using digital technology to represent audio and video signals 
are apparently knoWn in the art. Aside from the bene?t of 
good quality When audio and video signals are recorded 
digitally, the manufacturing cost of CD media has become 
cheaper in recent years, thereby facilitating the progress of 
digital recording for audio and video signals. 

Recent advancements in the ?eld of video compression 
have made it possible to record video signals in CD media. 
A video CD With the same physical structure as the CD 
digital audio Was proposed by adopting Motion Pictures 
Expert Group (MPEG) compressed video and audio to 
record a total of 74-minute length programs on a CD 
medium. The bit rate of compressed video is about 1.15 
Mbits/sec, While that of compressed audio is about 224 
Kbits/sec. These bit rates are designed for accommodating 
the constant linear velocity of the CD drive of a playback 
apparatus, Which is at about 1.5 Mbits/sec. The video CD 
can also record some playback control data for interactive 
operation When the programs are played back. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the data structure of a program that contains 
both audio and video information in a video CD. As 
illustrated, the video information is segmented and then 
formatted into video sectors (V) of the same length. The 
audio information is also segmented and then formatted into 
audio sectors The video and audio sectors (V, A) are 
subsequently interleaved at about a 5:1 ratio to ensure 
real-time delivery When they are read during playback. It is 
not necessary to keep this ratio as long as no over?oW or 
under?oW occurs When the video CD is read. The inter 
leaved video and audio sectors (V, A) constitute a program 
that may be logically called a ?le or a track in video CD 
terminology. The program may be a music video, a karaoke 
song, a movie, or an audio/video clip. There may be many 
?les or tracks on a single video CD. 

The video CD can be used to store only compressed audio 
programs. Compared to the original CD digital audio, this 
offers the potential of permitting the CD medium to store 
more audio data bits, i.e. about siX times that of the original 
CD digital audio With comparable quality, and With the 
interactive capability. HoWever, problems arise When only 
compressed audio programs are recorded on a video CD due 
to the fact that the compressed audio bit rate is much loWer 
than the constant linear velocity of the CD drive. An 
arrangement, like that shoWn in FIG. 2, utiliZes stuf?ng 
sectors (S) that are interleaved With the audio sectors (A) so 
that a total bit rate equal to the constant linear velocity of the 
CD drive can be retained. While the arrangement of FIG. 2 
resolves the problem of delivery rate, the recording capacity 
of the CD medium is used inef?ciently. Another 
arrangement, such as that shoWn in FIG. 3, clusters all of the 
audio sectors (A) to ensure a high recording density. 
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2 
HoWever, the arrangement of FIG. 3 requires the CD drive 
to alternate frequently betWeen stalling and advancing 
states, and Will consequently result in serious degradation of 
the CD drive. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore, the object of the present invention is to provide 
a record carrier having a high density of compressed audio 
programs recorded on a track thereof Without requiring a CD 
drive to alternate frequently betWeen stalling and advancing 
states When the audio programs are read from the record 
carrier. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
recording method and apparatus for recording a high density 
of compressed audio programs on a track of a record carrier 
While obviating the draWback of requiring a CD drive to 
alternate frequently betWeen stalling and advancing states 
When the audio programs are read from the record carrier. 

According to one aspect of the invention, a record carrier, 
such as a compact disc, comprises at least one track having 
at least one block. The block includes a plurality of inter 
leaved compressed audio programs, and is grouped into a 
number of consecutive sub-blocks. Each of the compressed 
audio programs is segmented to form a number of consecu 
tive audio sectors that is equal in number to the sub-blocks. 
The audio sectors of the compressed audio programs are 
arranged among the sub-blocks such that a jth one of the 
audio sectors of each of the compressed audio programs is 
disposed in a jth one of the sub-blocks. 

Preferably, the compressed audio programs are assigned 
With an ascending order of program numbers, and the audio 
sectors in each of the sub-blocks are arranged in the ascend 
ing order of the compressed audio programs to Which the 
audio sectors belong. 

In the disclosed embodiment, each of the audio sectors 
includes a SYNC ?eld for storing a SYNC Word, an ID ?eld 
for storing an ID code that is unique for each of the audio 
sectors, and a data ?eld. Each of the audio sectors further 
includes an error management code ?eld for storing an error 
management code. 

According to another aspect of the invention, a recording 
method for recording a plurality of input audio programs on 
a track of a record carrier comprises the step of compressing 
the input audio programs to obtain a plurality of compressed 
audio programs. The compressed audio programs are seg 
mented into equal numbers of consecutive compressed audio 
program segments, and the compressed audio programs 
segments of the compressed audio programs are interleaved 
by grouping together jth ones of the compressed audio 
program segments of the compressed audio programs in a jth 
one of an ascending order of consecutive groups to form a 
block. 

The recording method further comprises the steps of 
Wrapping each of the compressed audio program segments 
With a SYNC Word and an ID code that is unique for each 
of the compressed audio program segments to form audio 
sectors corresponding to the compressed audio program 
segments, and recording the audio sectors on the track of the 
record carrier. 

Preferably, each of the compressed audio program seg 
ments is further Wrapped With an error management code 
that includes at least one of an error detection code and an 
error correction code. 

According to still another aspect of the invention, a 
recording apparatus for recording a plurality of input audio 
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programs on a track of a record carrier, such as a compact 
disc, comprises an audio compressor, segmentation means 
and interleaving means. The audio compressor is adapted to 
compress the input audio programs to obtain a plurality of 
compressed audio programs. The segmentation means is 
connected to the audio compressor and is responsible for 
segmenting the compressed audio programs into equal num 
bers of consecutive compressed audio program segments. 
The interleaving means is connected to the segmentation 
means and is responsible for interleaving the compressed 
audio programs segments by grouping together jth ones of 
the compressed audio program segments of the compressed 
audio programs in a jth one of an ascending order of 
consecutive groups to form a block. 

In the preferred embodiment, the compressed audio pro 
grams are assigned With an ascending order of program 
numbers, and the compressed audio program segments in 
each of the groups are arranged by the interleaving means in 
the ascending order of the compressed audio programs to 
Which the compressed audio program segments belong. 

Preferably, the segmentation means comprises a storage 
device for storing the compressed audio programs from the 
audio compressor therein, and a segmentation controller for 
segmenting the compressed audio programs in the storage 
device into the consecutive compressed audio program 
segments that are stored in the storage device. The inter 
leaving means is controlled by the segmentation controller 
to read and output sequentially the groups of the compressed 
audio program segments in the storage device. 

The recording apparatus further comprises a SYNC gen 
erator for generating a SYNC Word, an ID generator for 
generating an ID code that is unique for each of the 
compressed audio program segments outputted by the inter 
leaving means, a sector format multiplexer controlled by the 
segmentation controller so as to Wrap each of the com 
pressed audio program segments outputted by the interleav 
ing means With the SYNC Word from the SYNC generator 
and the respective ID code from the ID generator to form 
audio sectors corresponding to the compressed audio pro 
gram segments, and a recording mechanism adapted to 
record the audio sectors on the track of the record carrier. 

In the preferred embodiment, an error management code 
generator is connected to the interleaving means and the 
sector format multiplexer, and generates an error manage 
ment code for each of the compressed audio program 
segments from the interleaving means. The sector format 
multiplexer further Wraps each of the compressed audio 
program segments outputted by the interleaving means With 
the respective error management code from the error man 
agement code generator. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other features and advantages of the present invention 
Will become apparent in the folloWing detailed description 
of the preferred embodiments With reference to the accom 
panying draWings, of Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates hoW video and audio sectors of a 
compressed program are interleaved When recorded on a 
conventional video CD; 

FIG. 2 illustrates hoW stuf?ng sectors can be interleaved 
With audio sectors of a compressed audio program for 
recording on a conventional video CD; 

FIG. 3 illustrates hoW audio sectors of a compressed audio 
program can be clustered for recording on a conventional 
video CD; 

FIG. 4 illustrates a track of the preferred embodiment of 
a record carrier according to the present invention; 
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4 
FIG. 5 illustrates a block of the track shoWn in FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 illustrates an audio sector of the block shoWn in 
FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 illustrates an ID ?eld of the audio sector shoWn in 
FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a ?oWchart illustrating the preferred embodi 
ment of a recording method according to the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 9A shoWs compressed audio programs after an audio 
compression operation in accordance With the recording 
method of the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 9B shoWs segmented compressed audio programs 
after a segmentation operation in accordance With the 
recording method of the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 9C shoWs interleaved audio program segments after 
an interleaving operation in accordance With the recording 
method of the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 9D shoWs multiplexed audio sectors after a multi 
plexing operation in accordance With the recording method 
of the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 10 is a schematic circuit block diagram of the 
preferred embodiment of a recording apparatus for recording 
compressed audio programs on a track of a record carrier in 
accordance With the present invention; and 

FIG. 11 is a schematic circuit block diagram of a playback 
apparatus for reading compressed audio programs from a 
track of the record carrier of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The preferred embodiment of a record carrier according to 
the present invention is in the form of a compact disc that 
includes a number of tracks. As shoWn in FIG. 4, each track 
(T) includes a number of blocks As shoWn in FIG. 5, 
each block (B) includes a number of different compressed 
audio programs, each of Which is compressed using the 
Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) compressed audio 
format. In this embodiment, there are six compressed audio 
programs in each block (B), Which is practical for video CD 
coding. Each compressed audio program is segmented to 
form a number (k) of consecutive audio sectors (AS(i,j), i=0 
to 5, j=0 to k-1). The audio sectors AS (i, of the audio 
programs are interleaved so that the constant linear velocity, 
i.e. 1.5 Mbits/sec, of the CD drive of a playback apparatus 
can be retained With a compressed audio bit rate of about 
224 Kbits/sec. Particularly, the audio sectors AS(i,j) are 
arranged among k consecutive sub-blocks such that a jth one 
of the audio sectors AS(i,j) of each of the compressed audio 
programs is disposed in a jth one of the sub-blocks. That is 
to say, the ?rst audio sectors AS(i,0) of the compressed audio 
programs are in the ?rst sub-block, the second audio sectors 
AS (i, 1) are in the second sub-block, the third audio sectors 
AS(i,2) are in the third sub-block, and so on. The com 
pressed audio programs are assigned With an ascending 
order of program numbers. In each sub-block, the audio 
sectors AS(i,j) are arranged in the ascending order of the 
compressed audio programs to Which they belong. That is to 
say, the audio sector AS(1,j) of the second compressed audio 
program folloWs the audio sector AS(0,j) of the ?rst com 
pressed audio program, the audio sector AS(2,j) of the third 
compressed audio program folloWs the audio sector AS(1,j) 
of the second compressed audio program, and so on. 
As shoWn in FIG. 6, each audio sector AS(i,j) includes a 

SYNC ?eld 10, an ID ?eld 11, a data ?eld 12 and an error 
management code ?eld 13. The SYNC ?eld 10, the data ?eld 
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12 and the error management code ?eld 13 are similar to 
those originally de?ned in a standard video CD sector. The 
SYNC ?eld 10 contains a SYNC Word therein. The error 
management code ?eld 13 contains an error management 
code that includes an error detection code and an error 

correction code, such as those commonly found in standard 
CD-ROM and video CD. The ID ?eld 11 contains an ID 
code that is unique for each of the audio sectors AS(i,j). The 
ID code is used to distinguish the interleaved audio sectors 
AS(i,j) on the record carrier, and can thus be used to control 
correct and continuous extraction of the audio sectors AS(i,j) 
When the compressed audio programs are read from the 
record carrier. 

Referring to FIG. 7, in combination With FIGS. 4 to 6, the 
ID ?eld 11 includes a track number (TN), a block number 
(BN), a program number (PN), a sector number (SN) and 
connection information (CI). The track number (TN) indi 
cates the track (T) of the record carrier to Which the audio 
sector AS (i,j) belongs. The block number (BN) indicates the 
block (B) on the track (T) to Which the audio sector AS(i,j) 
belongs, e.g. or (m+1) as shoWn in FIG. 4. The program 
number (PN) indicates the compressed audio program on the 
block (B) to Which the audio sector AS(i,j) belongs, e.g. i=0 
to 5 as shoWn in FIG. 5. The sector number (SN) indicates 
the sector number of the audio sector AS(i,j) in the com 
pressed audio program to Which the audio sector AS(i,j) 
belongs, e.g. j=0 to k-1 as shoWn in FIG. 5. The connection 
information (CI) contains ?ags for facilitating continuous 
playback of the compressed audio programs When the record 
carrier is read. The ?ags can include an end of program 
(EOP) ?ag, an end of block (EOB) ?ag, an end of track 
(EOT) ?ag, and an end of disc (EOD) ?ag. In the preferred 
embodiment, the last audio sector of each of the compressed 
audio programs, i.e. AS(i,k-1), has an EOP ?ag. The last 
audio sector of each block (B), i.e. AS (5,k-1), further has an 
EOB ?ag. The last audio sector AS(5,k-1) of the last block 
(B) in a track (T) further has an EOT ?ag. The last audio 
sector AS(5,k-1) of the last block (B) in the last track (T) of 
the record carrier further has an EOD ?ag. 

In the preferred embodiment, shorter ones of the com 
pressed audio programs are padded With stuf?ng bytes so as 
to be equal in length With a longest one of the compressed 
audio programs. As such, the lengths of the audio sectors 
AS(i,j) can be made equal in the record carrier of this 
embodiment. 

Referring to FIG. 8, the preferred embodiment of a 
recording method for recording compressed audio programs 
on a track of a record carrier, such as a compact disc, 
according to the present invention is shoWn to comprise the 
folloWing steps: 

1. Initially, siX input audio programs of different lengths 
are compressed, such as With the use of the MPEG com 
pressed audio format, to obtain siX compressed audio pro 
grams P(0)—P(5), as shoWn in FIG. 9A. The compressed 
audio programs P(0)—P(5) are assigned With an ascending 
order of program numbers, and cooperatively form a block 
to be recorded on the track. 

2. Thereafter, each of the compressed audio programs 
P(0)—P(5) is segmented into an equal number (k) of con 
secutive compressed audio program segments, as shoWn in 
FIG. 9B. Preferably, the compressed audio program seg 
ments P(0,0) to P(5,k-1) have equal lengths so that all of the 
segmented compressed audio programs P(0)—P(5) have the 
same length. The number (k) is determined by the length of 
the longest compressed audio program. In the eXample of 
FIG. 9A, the compressed audio program P(2) has the longest 
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6 
length. The shorter compressed audio programs P(0),P(1), 
P(3), P(4),(P5) are padded With stuf?ng bytes so that the 
lengths of all of the segmented compressed audio programs 
P(0)—P(5) can be made equal. 

3. As shoWn in FIG. 9C, the compressed audio program 
segments are interleaved by grouping together the ?rst 
segments of the compressed audio programs, the second 
segments of the compressed audio programs, and so on to 
form an ascending order of k consecutive groups. In each 
group, the compressed audio program segments are arranged 
in the ascending order of the compressed audio programs to 
Which they belong. 

4. Referring to FIG. 9D, each of the compressed audio 
program segments is Wrapped With a SYNC Word, an ID 
code (see FIG. 7) that is unique for each of the compressed 
audio program segments, and an error management code 
that includes at least one of an error correction code and an 

error detection code, to form audio sectors AS(i,j) corre 
sponding to the compressed audio program segments. The 
form of the ID code has been described beforehand With 
reference to FIG. 7 and Will not be repeated herein. 

5. Finally, the audio sectors AS(i,j) are recorded on the 
track of the record carrier in a knoWn manner With the use 
of a conventional recording mechanism. 

Preferably, the audio sectors AS (i, are scrambled via a 
speci?c scrambling algorithm prior to recording on the 
record carrier to facilitate storage and to increase the noise 
margin When the audio sectors AS (i, are read from the 
record carrier. 

Referring to FIG. 10, the preferred embodiment of a 
recording apparatus 2 for recording compressed audio pro 
grams on a track of a record carrier 4, such as a compact 
disc, is shoWn to comprise an audio compressor 20, seg 
mentation means constituted by a storage device 21 and a 
segmentation controller 22, an interleaver 23, an error 
management code generator 24, a SYNC generator 25, an ID 
generator 26, a sector format multiplexer 27 and a recording 
mechanism 28. 
The audio compressor 20 receives input audio programs 

and is adapted to compress the same With the use of a 
compression algorithm, such as the MPEG compressed 
audio format. The audio compressor 20 is connected to the 
storage device 21, such as a memory unit, and stores the 
compressed audio programs in the latter. In this 
embodiment, as many as siX different compressed audio 
programs (see FIG. 9A) are stored in the storage device 21 
for recording on the track of the record carrier 4. 
The segmentation controller 22 is connected to the storage 

device 21 and is responsible for segmenting the compressed 
audio programs into equal numbers of consecutive com 
pressed audio program segments (see FIG. 9B). Preferably, 
the segmentation controller 22 pads shorter ones of the 
compressed audio programs With stuf?ng bytes so that the 
lengths of the compressed audio program segments can be 
made equal. The segmentation controller 22 stores the 
compressed audio program segments in the storage device 
21. 

The interleaver 23 is connected to the storage device 21 
and the segmentation controller 22, and is controlled by the 
segmentation controller 22 to read and output sequentially 
the compressed audio program segments in the storage 
device 21 in a prede?ned manner to produce interleaved 
compressed audio program segments in the form of a serial 
bit stream output. As shoWn in FIG. 9C, the interleaver 23 
?rst reads the ?rst segments of the compressed audio pro 
grams in an ascending order of program numbers that are 
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assigned to the latter, before proceeding to read the second 
segments of the compressed audio programs, followed by 
the third segments and so on. 

The error management code generator 24 is connected to 
the interleaver 23, and generates an error management code 
that includes at least one of an error detection code (EDC) 
and an error correction code (ECC), for each of the com 
pressed audio program segments outputted by the interleaver 
23 in a conventional manner using knoWn error management 
algorithms. 

The SYNC generator 25 generates a SYNC Word. The ID 
generator 26, Which is connected to the segmentation con 
troller 22, receives segmentation information for each of the 
compressed audio program segments from the segmentation 
controller 22, and generates a corresponding ID code that is 
unique for each of the compressed audio program segments. 
Details of the ID code have been described beforehand With 
reference to FIG. 7 and Will not be repeated herein. 

The sector format multiplexer 27 is connected to the 
segmentation controller 22, the interleaver 23, the error 
management code generator 24, the SYNC generator 25 and 
the ID generator 26. Under the control of the segmentation 
controller 22, the sector format multiplexer 27 Wraps each of 
the compressed audio program segments from the inter 
leaver 23 With the SYNC Word from the SYNC generator 
25, the respective ID code from the ID generator 26, and the 
respective error management code from the error manage 
ment code generator 24 to form audio sectors AS(i,j) cor 
responding to the compressed audio program segments, as 

shoWn in FIG. 9D. The multiplexed audio sectors AS (i, form one block (B) (see FIG. 5) to be recorded on the track 

(T) of the record carrier 4. 
The recording mechanism 28 is connected to the sector 

format multiplexer 27 and is adapted to record the multi 
plexed audio sectors AS(i,j) on the track of the record carrier 
4 in a conventional manner. 

A scrambler (not shoWn) may be provided betWeen the 
sector format multiplexer 27 and the recording mechanism 
28 to scramble the multiplexed audio sectors AS(i,j) prior to 
recording on the track of the record carrier 4. 

FIG. 11 illustrates a playback apparatus 3 for reading 
compressed audio programs from a track of the record 
carrier 4 of this invention. The playback apparatus 3 
includes a compact disc drive 30 that is used to read the 
record carrier 4 under the control of a retrieval controller 31. 
The compact disc drive 30 outputs the audio sectors that are 
recorded on the record carrier 4 to a SYNC detector 32, an 
error management processor 33 and an ID extractor 34. 

The SYNC detector 32 detects the SYNC Word in an 
audio sector, and activates the error management processor 
33 and the ID extractor 34 to receive the respective ?elds of 
the audio sector upon detection of the SYNC Word. 

Upon being activated by the SYNC detector 32, the error 
management processor 33 receives the data ?eld and the 
error management code ?eld of the audio sector, and pro 
ceeds to perform error management operations, such as error 
detection and error correction, on the data ?eld according to 
the error management code in the error management code 
?eld. The output of the error management processor 33 is an 
original segment of a compressed audio program. 
Upon being activated by the SYNC detector 32, the ID 

extractor 34 receives the ID ?eld of the audio sector, and 
sends the extracted ID code to the retrieval controller 31. 

The retrieval controller 31 receives the ID code from the 
ID extractor 34 and a playback command from a known 
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playback sequencer 38 to determine Which audio sector on 
the record carrier 4 must be read for playback. The retrieval 
controller 31 outputs an enable signal and controls the 
reading of audio sectors by the compact disc drive 30 
according to the playback command that Was issued and the 
ID code of the previous audio sector that Was read. 
A sector data extractor 35 receives the output of the error 

management processor 33, and extracts sector data there 
from upon receipt of the enable signal from the retrieval 
controller 31. The sector data extractor 35 stores the 
extracted sector data in a ?rst-in, ?rst-out (FIFO) memory 
device 36. The FIFO memory device 36 collects the 
extracted sector data and provides the same to an audio 
decompressor 37 for decompression so as to recover the 
original audio programs. The audio decompressor 37 
decompresses the data stored in the FIFO memory device 36 
according to the compression algorithm used in the audio 
compressor 20 of FIG. 10. 

If the audio sectors recorded on the record carrier 4 are 
scrambled, a corresponding descrambler (not shoWn) is 
needed at the output side of the compact disc drive 30 to 
descramble the audio sectors before they can be decoded. 
By virtue of the interleaving arrangement of the audio 

sectors on the record carrier 4 of this invention, a high 
density of compressed audio programs can be recorded on 
tracks of the record carrier 4 While retaining the constant 
linear velocity, ie 1.5 Mbits/sec, of the compact disc drive 
30 With a compressed audio bit rate of about 224 Kbits/sec, 
thereby obviating the need for the compact disc drive 30 to 
alternate frequently betWeen stalling and advancing states to 
minimiZe degradation of the compact disc drive 30 When the 
compressed audio programs are read from the record carrier 
4. The objects of the present invention are thus met. 
While the present invention has been described in con 

nection With What is considered the most practical and 
preferred embodiments, it is understood that this invention 
is not limited to the disclosed embodiments but is intended 
to cover various arrangements included Within the spirit and 
scope of the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all 
such modi?cations and equivalent arrangements. 

I claim: 
1. Arecord carrier comprising at least one track, said track 

having at least one block, said block including a plurality of 
interleaved compressed audio programs and being grouped 
into a number of consecutive sub-blocks, each of said 
compressed audio programs being segmented to form a 
number of consecutive audio sectors that is equal in number 
to said sub-blocks, said audio sectors of said compressed 
audio programs being arranged among said sub-blocks such 
that a jth one of said audio sectors of each of said com 
pressed audio programs is disposed in a jth one of said 
sub-blocks. 

2. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
record carrier is a compact disc. 

3. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
compressed audio programs are assigned With an ascending 
order of program numbers, said audio sectors in each of said 
sub-blocks being arranged in the ascending order of said 
compressed audio programs to Which said audio sectors 
belong. 

4. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
compressed audio programs are MPEG compressed audio 
programs. 

5. The record carrier as claimed in claim 4, Wherein said 
block includes six of said compressed audio programs. 

6. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein each 
of said audio sectors includes a SYNC ?eld for storing a 
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SYNC Word, an ID ?eld for storing an ID code that is unique 
for each of said audio sectors, and a data ?eld. 

7. The record carrier as claimed in claim 6, Wherein each 
of said audio sectors further includes an error management 
code ?eld for storing an error management code, said error 
management code including at least one of an error detection 
code and an error correction code. 

8. The record carrier as claimed in claim 6, Wherein said 
ID code includes a program number to indicate said com 
pressed audio program on said block to Which said audio 
sector belongs, and a sector number to indicate sector 
number of said audio sector in said compressed audio 
program to Which said audio sector belongs. 

9. The record carrier as claimed in claim 8, Wherein said 
ID code further includes a block number to indicate said 
block on said track to Which said audio sector belongs. 

10. The record carrier as claimed in claim 9, Wherein said 
ID code further includes a track number to indicate said 
track of said record carrier to Which said audio sector 
belongs. 

11. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein 
shorter ones of said compressed audio programs are padded 
With stuf?ng bytes so as to be equal in length With a longest 
one of said compressed audio programs. 

12. The record carrier as claimed in claim 11, Wherein said 
audio sectors have equal lengths. 

13. The record carrier as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
audio sectors have equal lengths. 

14. A recording method for recording a plurality of input 
audio programs on a track of a record carrier, comprising: 

compressing the input audio programs to obtain a plural 
ity of compressed audio programs; 

segmenting the compressed audio programs into equal 
numbers of consecutive compressed audio program 
segments; and 

interleaving the compressed audio programs segments of 
the compressed audio programs by grouping together 
jth ones of the compressed audio program segments of 
the compressed audio programs in a jth one of an 
ascending order of consecutive groups to form a block. 

15. The recording method of claim 14, Wherein the record 
carrier is a compact disc. 

16. The recording method of claim 14, Wherein the 
compressed audio programs are assigned With an ascending 
order of program numbers, the compressed audio program 
segments in each of the groups being arranged in the 
ascending order of the compressed audio programs to Which 
the compressed audio program segments belong during 
interleaving of the compressed audio program segments. 

17. The recording method of claim 14, Wherein the input 
audio programs are compressed using MPEG compressed 
audio format. 

18. The recording method of claim 17, Wherein the block 
includes siX of the compressed audio programs. 

19. The recording method of claim 14, further compris 
ing: 

Wrapping each of the compressed audio program seg 
ments With a SYNC Word and an ID code that is unique 
for each of the compressed audio program segments to 
form audio sectors corresponding to the compressed 
audio program segments; and 

recording the audio sectors on the track of the record 
carrier. 

20. The recording method of claim 19, Wherein each of 
the compressed audio program segments is further Wrapped 
With an error management code that includes at least one of 
an error detection code and an error correction code. 
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21. The recording method of claim 19, Wherein the ID 

code includes a program number to indicate the compressed 
audio program on the block to Which the audio sector 
belongs, and a sector number to indicate sector number of 
the audio sector in the compressed audio program to Which 
the audio sector belongs. 

22. The recording method of claim 21, Wherein the ID 
code further includes a block number to indicate the block 
on the track to Which the audio sector belongs. 

23. The recording method of claim 22, Wherein the ID 
code further includes a track number to indicate the track of 
the record carrier to Which the audio sector belongs. 

24. The recording method of claim 19, further comprising 
scrambling the audio sectors prior to recording on the record 
carrier. 

25. The recording method of claim 14, further comprising 
padding of shorter ones of the compressed audio programs 
With stuf?ng bytes so that the shorter ones of the compressed 
audio programs are equal in length With a longest one of the 
compressed audio programs When segmenting the com 
pressed audio programs. 

26. The recording method of claim 25, Wherein the 
compressed audio program segments have equal lengths. 

27. The recording method of claim 14, Wherein the 
compressed audio program segments have equal lengths. 

28. A recording apparatus for recording a plurality of 
input audio programs on a track of a record carrier, com 
prising: 

an audio compressor adapted to compress the input audio 
programs to obtain a plurality of compressed audio 
programs; 

segmentation means, connected to said audio compressor, 
for segmenting the compressed audio programs into 
equal numbers of consecutive compressed audio pro 
gram segments; and 

interleaving means, connected to said segmentation 
means, for interleaving the compressed audio programs 
segments by grouping together jth ones of the com 
pressed audio program segments of the compressed 
audio programs in a jth one of an ascending order of 
consecutive groups to form a block. 

29. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein the record carrier is a compact disc. 

30. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein the compressed audio programs are assigned With 
an ascending order of program numbers, the compressed 
audio program segments in each of the groups being 
arranged by said interleaving means in the ascending order 
of the compressed audio programs to Which the compressed 
audio program segments belong. 

31. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein said audio compressor is adapted to compress the 
input audio programs using MPEG compressed audio for 
mat. 

32. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein said segmentation means comprises: 

a storage device, connected to said audio compressor, for 
storing the compressed audio programs from said audio 
compressor therein; and 

a segmentation controller, connected to said storage 
device, for segmenting the compressed audio programs 
in said storage device into the consecutive compressed 
audio program segments that are stored in said storage 
device. 

33. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 32, 
Wherein said interleaving means is connected to said storage 
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device and said segmentation controller, and is controlled by 
said segmentation controller to read and output sequentially 
the groups of the compressed audio program segments in 
said storage device. 

34. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 33, 
further comprising: 

a SYNC generator for generating a SYNC Word; 
an ID generator, connected to and controlled by said 

segmentation controller, so as to generate an ID code 
that is unique for each of the compressed audio pro 
gram segments outputted by said interleaving means; 

a sector format multiplexer connected to said segmenta 
tion controller, said interleaving means, said SYNC 
generator and said ID generator, said sector format 
multiplexer being controlled by said segmentation con 
troller so as to Wrap each of the compressed audio 
program segments outputted by said interleaving 
means With the SYNC Word from said SYNC generator 
and the respective ID code from said ID generator to 
form audio sectors corresponding to the compressed 
audio program segments; and 

a recording mechanism connected to said sector format 
multiplexer and adapted to record the audio sectors on 
the track of the record carrier. 

35. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 34, 
further comprising an error management code generator 
connected to said interleaving means and said sector format 
multiplexer, said error management code generator gener 
ating an error management code for each of the compressed 
audio program segments from said interleaving means, said 
sector format multiplexer further Wrapping each of the 
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compressed audio program segments outputted by said 
interleaving means With the respective error management 
code from said error management code generator. 

36. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 35, 
Wherein the error management code includes at least one of 
an error detection code and an error correction code. 

37. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 34, 
Wherein the ID code includes a program number to indicate 
the compressed audio program on the block to Which the 
audio sector belongs, and a sector number to indicate sector 
number of the audio sector in the compressed audio program 
to Which the audio sector belongs. 

38. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 37, 
Wherein the ID code further includes a block number to 
indicate the block on the track to Which the audio sector 
belongs. 

39. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 38, 
Wherein the ID code further includes a track number to 
indicate the track of the record carrier to Which the audio 
sector belongs. 

40. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein said segmentation means pads shorter ones of the 
compressed audio programs With stuf?ng bytes so that the 
shorter ones of the compressed audio programs are equal in 
length With a longest one of the compressed audio programs. 

41. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 40, 
Wherein the audio program segments have equal lengths. 

42. The recording apparatus as claimed in claim 28, 
Wherein the audio program segments have equal lengths. 

* * * * * 


